Be aggressive with privacy and cybersecurity risks.

Let’s face it, the healthcare industry is ground zero for cyber and information security threats — and it’s the most expensive to recover. Data breaches now cost hospitals $4 billion a year

Let Wipfli solve your security and privacy challenges. Our realistic, affordable solutions can help you:

- Satisfy regulatory compliance
- Manage risk
- Meet business demands
- Gain peace of mind

With our extensive experience in the healthcare industry, you'll benefit from:

- Tests tailored to the unique risk and control environment of your healthcare organization
- Certified security professionals
- Access to qualified specialists
- Customized, easy-to-read reports
- Actionable recommendations
Cybersecurity for healthcare

Wipfli's security professionals have extensive experience in the healthcare industry, bringing practical solutions and real-world perspective.

**HIPAA security risk assessment**
We review of your administrative, physical, technical and operational controls and deliver a formal report outlining your risks and recommended corrective actions.

**Privacy assessment**
Our team performs onsite or remote assessments of your privacy program and provides you with realistic recommendations for improvement and/or compliance with HIPAA rules.

**Policy and procedure development**
Our healthcare templates contain best practices and are designed to be easily modified to fit your organization. If you need assistance, Wipfli can help you adapt them to your organization.

**Cybersecurity testing**
Our team tests your system for the latest risks, threats and vulnerabilities, including:
- Social engineering testing
- Cybersecurity risk scorecard
- Vulnerability scans and assessments
- Penetration tests

**Incident response and handling**
You receive a dedicate phone number and email so you can reach your incident response team 24/7. We will help isolate, contain and eradicate incidents should they occur and minimize the impact to your organization.

**Emergency preparedness**
Are you complying with the CMS Emergency Preparedness Rule? We can help you develop or update your emergency operation plan and your hazard vulnerability assessments, as well as provide training and exercises tailored to your organization.

**HITRUST services**
We are one of the longest tenured assessor organizations for HITRUST, and we can help you plan for and become HITRUST certified with:
- Gap/readiness assessment
- Validated assessment
- Remediation assistance/coordination
- Interim assessment
- Validated assessment client assistance

**Security advisory and mentorship**
We help you with the ongoing development of a formal information security program, as well as mentor and advise your security personnel on the management of the program.

**Security briefings**
Your dedicated security professional answers questions and share new trends and threats in the security landscape during quarterly briefings.

**More cybersecurity services**
- Service Organization Controls (SOC) examinations
- Business continuity/disaster recovery program development
- NIST cybersecurity framework
- Incident response plan development and support
- Forensic readiness

**Let's get started**
Contact us today to start securing your tomorrow

[wipfli.com/healthcare-cyber](http://wipfli.com/healthcare-cyber)